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Hover over or tap the numbered bubbles to explore Antidote Mobile’s interface.

MAIN PANEL
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SIDEBAR

Access the dictionaries, guides and discoveries from the sidebar.
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Antidote Mobile integrates multiple dictionaries in a single application: definitions, synonyms, antonyms, combinations,
semantic field, conjugation, family and history. These are all complemented by powerful search engines in the words,
expressions, anagrams and much more! To consult the dictionaries, select the green book in the sidebar, then select the
desired resource.

DEFINITIONS

The definitions, detailed and richly endowed with examples, are all the more practical because every word they contain
can be consulted with a simple tap. The right-hand column gives complementary information offering a more complete
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description of the word. In the bilingual version, the translations of every sense of a word or expression can be
displayed from English to French or vice versa.
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SYNONYMS
Antidote Mobile’s dictionary of synonyms allows you to consult words with a similar or closely related meaning of that of
the headword, as well as hyponyms (more specific than the headword) and hyperonyms (more general than the
headword).
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ANTONYMS
The dictionary of antonyms presents words whose meaning is more or less the opposite of that of the headword. The
antonyms can be an invaluable tool for finding the opposite meaning that fits best.

COMBINATIONS
The dictionary of combinations gives all the most significant lexical combinations of the headword, grouped by
syntactic context, the strength of the combination and, if applicable, the various meanings of the headword. In the
bilingual version, each combination is accompanied by a translation in the other language; tap the translation to
display sentences exemplifying its use.
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SEMANTIC FIELD
The dictionary of semantic fields lists all the words that are semantically related to the headword, grouped by meaning
and ranked by relative strength. It illustrates the semantic neighbourhood of the words and lets you navigate through
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their conceptual web. This dictionary can be visualized in two ways: list or interactive sphere.

CONJUGATION
The conjugation dictionary allows you to quickly consult the full conjugation information for the verb in question. You
just have to scroll through the content to access the various conjugation tables.

English

DISPLAY OPTIONS

For the English conjugations, Antidote provides two display modes, which can be accessed through the Filter button:
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Condense view: The main forms of the verb and any change in the auxiliaries, if applicable, for all tenses and
moods.

Show all: All the conjugated forms are displayed by person, tense and mood.
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French
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FAMILIES
The dictionary of families presents all the words in the headword’s morpho-semantic family. A family consists of the
words that have a common morphological root and variations on a common meaning.
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QUOTATIONS
The dictionary of quotations gives up to fifteen quotations from great authors and leading publications to illustrate the
different uses of a word. The list starts with literary quotations in chronological order, followed by examples from the
media. Each example is accompanied by the name of the author and title of the source, if applicable, as well as a link
to the source corpus, in blue.
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HISTORY
The historical dictionary gives a detailed etymology of the headword, accompanied by explanatory comments in many
cases. This dictionary also gives etymologically related words, as well as the evolution of its spelling, supported by
historical sources.

English
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French
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SEARCH

Instant search
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Choose a search mode, then enter the first letters and tap the desired word as soon as it appears.

Anagrams search
Search directly in a word’s anagrams in the More section of the definitions dictionary.
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Phonetic search
If the word you are looking for does not appear, type it out fully and then tap Search on your keyboard.

Wildcard search

Char. Description Example

? one missing letter be?r? [beard, berry]

* a row of missing letters *dary [all words ending in dary]
*loco* [all words containing loco]

& a missing vowel m&re [more, mere, mire]

# a missing consonant mar# [mark, mart]
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Multiword search
Enter two or more words (e.g. round table) and view all matching expressions (this might take a couple of seconds).

Searching within the definitions
In the definitions dictionary, the section labelled More allows you to access four types of search results:

See also Search on startup.

SEARCH ON STARTUP

Opening a dictionary directly
To specify which dictionary will open by default in Antidote upon startup, select your dictionary of choice in the settings.

Looking up a copied word

BY DEFAULT
In an app (Safari, Mail, etc.), select and copy a word or block of text to look up.

Definition contains: Search for words whose definitions contain the headword.

Rhymes with: Search for words that rhyme with the headword, sorted by strength.

When applicable, the results are set to the regional pronunciation selected in your settings.

Anagrams of: Search for anagrams formed with the letters of the headword.

Translated by: In the bilingual version, display words that have been translated by the headword.

•
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Open Antidote. Upon opening, a banner will appear on the screen, like this:

Tap the banner to search for the word you copied in step 1.

To search a copied word at any time, tap the search field in the dictionaries, then select Search in the section labelled Others (e.g. Search

“Kyoto”).

QUICK SEARCH

To automatically search in the Antidote dictionaries for a word found in another app (Safari, Mail, etc.):

Select and copy the word or block of text you would like to look up.

Open Antidote; upon opening, a blue banner will appear on the screen, like this:
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Tap ⚡ to run Quick search: each time that you open Antidote, if you have copied a new word, Antidote will
immediately look it up.

It is also possible to adjust the search options for copied words in Antidote’s settings.

USING MAPS
In the definitions dictionary, a map appears alongside the definitions of certain place names (e.g. Norway, Galapagos,
Machu Picchu, etc.).
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On iPhone, the map is always shown in a separate panel. On iPad, the map is integrated into the definitions page if the Show the map option

is activated. An Internet connection is required to display the maps.

World Heritage
The definitions also allow you to display a map for sites on UNESCO’s World Heritage List, for a given city or country.
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General
Antidote Mobile brings together a series of articles on the pleasures and pitfalls of English in eleven guides: Spelling,
Lexicon, Grammar, Syntax, Punctuation, Style, Business Writing, Typography, Phonetics, History and Language Matters.

 GUIDES3
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Searching for an article

TABLE OF CONTENTS

In the table of contents, you can search for an article by guide, topic or subtopic.
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INDEX

In the index, the articles are in alphabetical order by keyword (in bold).
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Quick search
Enter a word in the search bar, then select an article from the list of articles containing the search term.
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Consult the Discoveries section to Discover new words or to Play by guessing the word based on its definition.

DISCOVER
Discover new words, etymological notes of interest and proverbs.

WORDS AND DEFINITIONS

Discover new words and their meanings by shaking your device or selecting Words and definitions in the Discoveries
section.
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Categories

Words you have discovered are automatically added to your history in the dictionaries, which can be found under
Discoveries.

ETYMOLOGICAL NOTES AND PROVERBS

To discover the etymological notes or proverbs in Antidote, select the corresponding option in the list of the Discoveries
section.

GENERAL

Next, choose the category of words that will appear in a series on your screen:

Frequent words: Scroll through words with a high relative frequency.

Rare words: Discover words with a low relative frequency.

Countries: Discover countries near and far.

Cities: Explore cities and locations throughout the world, from the comfort of your screen .

World Heritage: Discover sites included on the UNESCO World Heritage List.

People: Get to know new people, both real and fictional.

Favourites: Study your favourite words.

My word lists: Study words that have been added to your personal lists.
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PLAY
Discover words while having fun! Test your knowledge by guessing words based on their definitions. Choose a category
or quiz yourself on your word lists or recent discoveries.

GUESS THE WORD
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Options

Display the option panel in order to do the following:

Change the number of index cards you are being quizzed on per round.

If the number of index cards chosen is fewer than the number of index cards already played, the change will take effect at the

beginning of the next round. This setting is not available for Favourites, My word lists, and My discoveries, or when playing again

with the same index cards.

Choose a new category of words.

Choose a new difficulty level (for the Countries, Cities and People categories only).

View or reset your best score for the current category and difficulty level.

Adjust the volume.
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Results

RECORDS

View the table showing your records according to the word category and level of difficulty. Reset all records or share
your records with your friends.
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Your browsing history, favourites and personalized lists can all be found in the History panel of the dictionaries and
guides.

Adding a word to your favourites or to a personalized list
In the dictionaries or discoveries, tap the heart to view your existing word lists. Add the current word or article by
selecting the favourites or an existing word list. Use the “+ New list” option to add a new list.
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You can also add search results (e.g. Rhymes with, Definition contains, Anagrams of, etc.) to your favourites and word lists..

View your history, favourites and personalized lists
In the dictionaries and guides, tap the clock to display the History panel. In addition to containing your browsing history,
this panel also allows you to manage your favourites lists.
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MANAGE YOUR PERSONALIZED LISTS

Select My word lists or My articles list to view, add or delete your own personalized lists.
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MANAGE THE CONTENT OF YOUR FAVOURITES LISTS

Select a favourites list to edit its content or to share it with other Antidote Mobile users.
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Synchronize your favourite words, articles and lists to view them on all your devices. Choose between synchronization
with Cumulix or with iCloud in Antidote’s settings.

Synchronization with Cumulix
Synchronization with Druide’s Cumulix service shares your Antidote data on all your iOS devices. Even better, with an
Antidote+ package, Cumulix shares your Antidote data wherever you use Antidote (macOS, Windows, Linux, Chrome,
Web).

To select synchronization with Cumulix, select Cumulix in Antidote’s synchronization panel.

PROBLEMS WITH CUMULIX SYNCHRONIZATION

For Antidote to synchronize your favourite words, lists and articles with Cumulix:

Make sure that you have installed the latest version of Antidote on your iOS devices.

Make sure that synchronization with Cumulix has been activated in Antidote’s settings.

Make sure that your device is connected to the Internet.

Synchronization with iCloud
Synchronization with iCloud only allows you to share your data across your iOS devices.

To activate synchronization with iCloud, select iCloud in Antidote’s synchronization panel.

Also, make sure that iCloud is activated in your iOS settings. Select your Apple ID, then iCloud and check that the switch
is activated for Antidote Mobile.

IMPORTING FAVOURITES SAVED ON ICLOUD

If your favourites from a previous edition of Antidote have already been saved on iCloud, Antidote will ask you if you
wish to import them automatically when you activate synchronization with iCloud.

PROBLEMS WITH ICLOUD SYNCHRONIZATION

For Antidote to synchronize your favourite words, lists and articles with iCloud:

Sign in with your Apple ID in Settings > Apple ID on iOS.

Make sure that the switch is activated for Antidote Mobile in Settings > Apple ID > iCloud.

Make sure that you have installed the latest version of Antidote on your iOS devices.

Make sure that synchronization with iCloud has been activated in Antidote’s settings.

Make sure that your device is connected to the Internet.

Synchronization delays: Synchronization may take several minutes.
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Synchronization conflicts: Antidote tries to automatically fix conflicts which may arise in the synchronization process. In cases where it is

impossible to resolve a conflict, Antidote will display a message or merge the elements present on iCloud with those stored locally.
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Druide account
Shows your Druide ID used for this subscription.

Log out: Allows you to log out and quit Antidote. You will need to log in another time to start using Antidote again.

Upon Opening
Reinitialization time: Choose the amount of time after which Antidote will open on a chosen screen (see below). Select
disabled to have Antidote always open on the most recently viewed screen.

After delay, show: Select the screen on which Antidote will open after the app has been closed for longer than the
chosen reinitialization time (e.g. definitions, combinations, etc.).

Search for a copied word: Activate automatic search (quick search) or search on request for words copied from
another app. You can also deactivate this feature.

Language
English: Contains all the language settings for English (e.g. National variety, Phonetic alphabet).

French: Contains all the language settings for French (e.g. Regional language variety, Phonetic alphabet, Prioritize).

Regional language variety: Select a regional language variety to filter or modify certain content (e.g. phonetic
transcriptions).
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Phonetic alphabet:

Note: Articles in the Phonetics guide describe these systems of representation.

Prioritize: In cases of ambiguity, the dictionaries will display results in either traditional or rectified spelling, according
to this setting.

National variety : When possible, the Antidote dictionaries display results according to the national spelling selected:
American English, British English (traditional or Oxford spelling), or Canadian English spelling.

Interface
Display language: Choose Antidote’s display language. You will have to close and reopen Antidote for the setting to be
applied.

Pinch zoom: Activate the ability to zoom by pinching your fingers (this feature is deactivated by default in favour of
using a button to adjust the text size).

In the English or bilingual version, choose between the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) or the phonetic
respelling.

In the French or bilingual version, choose between the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) or the French
Phonetic Alphabet (FPA).
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History size: Indicates the maximum number of entries saved to your browsing history in the dictionaries, guides and
discoveries.

Restrictions: Filter offensive or inappropriate content from Wikipedia and the dictionaries, or lock the settings in More.

External resources: Select the supplementary links that will appear in the definitions (e.g. Wikipedia).

Enable translation: Allows you to switch to the corresponding word or article in the other language using the English
and French buttons.

Sort favourites alphabetically: Sort your favourite words and articles alphabetically.

Synchronization: Synchronize your favourite words and articles with Cumulix or iCloud. Choose Cumulix to synchronize
your data across your iOS devices or across other platforms (an Antidote+ package is required) such as macOS,
Windows, Linux and Chrome OS (with Antidote Web). Synchronization with iCloud is limited to the iOS platform.

Siri shortcuts: Configure your Siri shortcuts directly in Antidote to have quick access to your favourite dictionaries or
guides, or to the sections in Discoveries. In the system settings, it’s important to configure Siri in the desired language to
perform your searches (English or French). Note that Siri cannot manage a bilingual context.

Delete browsing history…: This option deletes all your browsing history in the dictionaries, guides and discoveries.

About
This section displays the general information about the application such as the name, version, credits and legal
mentions. The name and version number are particularly useful when contacting our customer service department.
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Keyboard shortcuts

General

Open the dictionaries ⌘ + D

Open the guides ⌘ + L

Open Help ⌘ + ?

Change language (bilingual version only) ⇧ + ⌘ + L

Dictionaries

Next word (in your browsing history) ⌘ + Right arrow key

Previous word (in your browsing history) ⌘ + Left arrow key

Next dictionary ⌘ +⌥ + Down arrow key

Previous dictionary ⌘ + ⌥ + Up arrow key

Guides

Next article (in your browsing history) ⌘ + Right arrow key

Previous article (in your browsing history) ⌘ + Left arrow key

Next article (in the list) ⌘ + Down arrow key

Previous article (in the list) ⌘ + Up arrow key

Next guide ⌘ +⌥ + Down arrow key

Previous guide ⌘ + ⌥ + Up arrow key

Discoveries

Next index card ⌘ + Right arrow key

Previous index card ⌘ + Left arrow key

Scroll automatically/manually Space

Check answer ⏎

Hint ⌘ + ⌥ + i

Running Antidote using a URL
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Running Antidote using a URL
Antidote can be run using a URL configured in an application (e.g. Apple shortcuts) or in a document (e.g. an email).
URLs supported by Antidote start with a code indicating which application will be opened, followed by an action that
will be executed when Antidote opens. The bilingual version of Antidote Mobile also allows you to specify the language
of the search.

CODES

URL Description

antidote://<action> Open Antidote Mobile – French/English/Bilingual 

antidote-fr://<action> Open Antidote Mobile – French

antidote-en://<action> Open Antidote Mobile – English

antidote-ml://<action> Open Antidote Mobile – Bilingual

ACTIONS

URL Description

<code>://open Open Antidote

<code>://dictionaries/* Look up a word in the current dictionary

<code>://definitions/* Look up a word’s definition

<code>://synonyms/* Look up a word’s synonyms

<code>://antonyms/* Look up a word’s antonyms

<code>://combinations/* Look up a word’s combinations

<code>://semantic_field/* Look up a word’s semantic field

<code>://conjugation/* Look up a word’s conjugations

<code>://family/* Look up a word’s family

<code>://quotations/* Look up the quotations for a word

<code>://history/* Look up a word’s history

<code>://wikipedia/* View the Wikipedia article for a word

<code>://guides/* Search for a word in the guides

LANGUAGES

URL Description

antidote-ml://<action>/fr/* Look up a French word (bilingual version only)

antidote-ml://<action>/en/* Look up an English word (bilingual version only)
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URL examples

antidote-en://open: Open Antidote English

antidote://dictionaries/table: Look up the word table in the current dictionary.

antidote://history/table: Look up the word table in the historical dictionary.

antidote-en://guides/all: Look up the word all in the guides of Antidote Mobile – English.

antidote-ml://guides/en/all: Look up the word all in the French guides of Antidote Mobile – Bilingual.
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